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Abstract 
Purpose – This paper aims to provide Jewish Studies collection development professionals in small and medium 
size academic libraries, with highly restricted budgets, with an alternate method of building quality collections.  
Design/methodology/approach – Sources of Jewish Studies literary awards were identified and a detailed analysis 
of awarded books’ subjects and the publishing sources was conducted. 
Findings – Results show that awarded books cover a vast variety of subjects of interest to Jewish Studies 
collections.  Since many of them are also published by academic presses, the use of identified Jewish Studies book 
award sources should be considered by bibliographers responsible for building Jewish Studies collections in non-
sectarian college libraries with very limited budgetary resources. 
Practical Implications – The “one stop” access to all award sources and awarded books provides an easy access to 
otherwise dispersed information. 
Originality/value – The comprehensive list of awards, nominated and winning titles, as well as the subject analysis 
presented herein, is the first of its kind.  This can be used by Jewish Studies bibliographers to build and improve 
their collections and can also serve as a model for building other interdisciplinary subject collections. 
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INTRODUCTION 
According to the Encyclopaedia Judaica the roots of Jewish Studies as an academic discipline in U.S. colleges and 
universities go back to 1818.  The post-World War II rise in interest in Jewish Studies was followed by a significant 
growth in courses offered by non-sectarian colleges and universities across U.S.  By the second part of the 20th 
Century, courses were taught in various departments such as philosophy, history, literature and languages by 
faculty in said departments.  In response to a rise in student interest, colleges and universities began to establish 
Jewish Studies Programs and offer majors and minors in the discipline (Skolnik and Berenbaum, 2007). 
According to the list provided by the Association for Jewish Studies [1] there are presently 179 North American 
colleges and universities offering degrees and/or programs in Jewish Studies.  Collection development activities for 
academic libraries supporting Jewish Studies continue to be of interest and a challenge to subject bibliographers. 
An overview of the Library of Congress classification schedule clearly points to the multidisciplinary nature of 
“Jewish Studies” as it includes a vast variety of subjects ranging from religion, philosophy, history to folklore, 
literature, music and art.  The latest Library and Book Trade Almanac’s analysis of recent publishing activities 
indicates that despite a slight decline in book title output, the average price of books continues to rise (Barr and 
Harbison, p. 485).  These issues present a serious dilemma for Jewish Studies bibliographers in small and medium 





The Library and Information Studies literature lacks sufficient information on identifying sources for developing 
and maintaining Jewish Studies collections in academic libraries.  Though there have been a few books published 
about Judaica library collections, their emphasis is on building such collections in synagogues, schools and 
community centers and therefore are of little relevance to non-sectarian college libraries.  Singerman’s nineteen 
year old article about the Jewish Studies collection development policy at University of Florida Libraries and Hass 
Weinberg’s article about Judaica bibliographic control remain the lone examples of scholarship in the area 
(Singerman, 1991-1992; Hass Weinberg, 1991).  However, neither article presents solutions to the very significant 
trend in loss of funding for monograph acquisitions and its impact on supporting Jewish Studies collections which 
cross multiple disciplines.  
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the Jewish Studies field, the standard bibliographic approach of utilizing 
reviewing media and faculty input produces mixed results.  Relying on published book reviews is too cumbersome 
as many books are well-reviewed but the limited funding resources are insufficient to cover the cost of such books.  
Faculty input, though important, often focuses on a very particular field, primarily of interest to the individual 
making the request.  
Johnson’s standard text identifies the traditional collection development tools such as subject bibliographies, book 
reviews and publishers’ catalogs, but it also points out that recent studies in this area have called for innovation, 
creativity and flexibility.  Her discussion of tools utilized by collection development librarians identifies the 
common use of sources which “list books that have received awards, such as The Pura Belpre Awards and The 
Newbery and Caldecott Medal Books” (Johnson, 2009).  Johnson’s analysis and Dickstein’s (2001) high regard for 
Jewish book awards sparked this author’s interest in the use of Jewish Studies book awards as a collection 
development tool and was the motivating factor for undertaking such a study.  
One can easily find a variety of existing book award lists, but most tend to focus on types of literature, e.g., science 
fiction, poetry, or specific subjects such as history, political science, etc.  A detailed list of literary prizes focusing on 
Jewish themes, Jewish writers, Jewish culture, Yiddish language, awarded in U.S. and abroad by foundations, 
groups or individuals has long been overdue.  Therefore, compiling a comprehensive guide to Jewish national and 
international book awards and investigation into its use as a collection development tool for building Jewish 
Studies collections in small and medium size non-sectarian academic libraries became this study’s primary goal.  
METHODOLOGY  
Sources of Literary Awards  
The use of book awards as a collection development tool necessitated identification of specific awards, awarded 
titles and the examination of awards’ subject coverage and publishing sources. To accomplish this, the following 
award sources were consulted:  
Association of American University Presses (AAUP) [2] According to this free source “books published by AAUP 
member presses regularly win awards from scholarly societies, regional institutions, and national literary 
organizations”.  Although not a comprehensive list, it offers a “partial list of prizes received by [AAUP] members, 
broken down by press” and in some instances it includes titles of finalists as well. 
Library And Book Trade Almanac (a k a The Bowker Annual) This basic library tool includes a “Distinguished Books” 
section and an annual list of “Literary Prizes” arranged alphabetically by award name.  The list includes the name of 




to the lack of subject access, identification of awards related to Jewish Studies depends on the description 
provided by the almanac’s publisher.  
Novelist This subscription-based database allows users to “browse” all awards or search for award winners under 
age-related categories such as adults, teens, older kids, and younger kids.  One can also limit to one of the 16 
specific genres, including science fiction, romance, horror, graphic novels, fantasy, and “Christian fiction”.  Its 
coverage of awards related to Jewish Studies is incomplete as it includes some awards such as the Sydney Taylor 
Book Award, but not major awards such as the National Jewish Book Award. [3]  
PROSE Awards Jointly presented by PSP/AAP (Professional and Scholarly Publishing, a Division of the Association of 
American Publishers), the annual PROSE Awards “recognize the very best in professional and scholarly publishing 
by bringing attention to distinguished books, journals, and electronic content in over 40 categories” [4] which 
represent a vast range of subjects dealing with arts, humanities, social sciences and science and medicine.  Though 
not limited to Jewish Studies, its free access, announcement of both winners and finalists, and wide coverage of 
academic subjects is quite useful.  
Resources For College Libraries (RCL) Promoting itself primarily as a “premier core list for academic libraries, RCL is 
the result of a unique collaboration between Choice, a publishing division of ACRL, and bibliographic authority 
Bowker.”[5]  With the overall interest in providing access to its core list of 65,000 recommended academic titles, 
the online version allows easy searching by award name and the award category.  It includes approximately 94 
awards and in addition to listing the winners, RCL also includes a very useful feature of “nominated” titles.  The 
award category search is limited to general subject areas, such as fiction, humanities, social sciences, drama, etc.   
Although one can limit the search to interdisciplinary areas such as Latino Studies or African American Studies, 
Jewish Studies is not an option. 
Selection of Awards  
A detailed review of the above-mentioned sources followed and 31 awards specifically aimed at Jewish Studies 
subject areas were selected.  Each award was researched for its origins, objectives and archival list of awarded 
titles.  The “Awards Selected” section below provides a description of examined awards.  A list of awarded book 
titles, winners and finalists, was compiled and presented in Appendix 1.  The most current five years for each 
award were examined, with the cutoff date set at April 2010.  In an attempt to provide readers with current 
information, titles of awarded books announced since then are listed in the Appendix 2.  
Subject Identification 
A very limited number of publications on the subject of Judaica classification exist.  Some, such as Elazar’s 
description of the system based on one developed by United Hebrew Schools in Detroit (Elazar and Elazar, 1997) or 
the 1971 report on the Harvard’s own Judaica classification system, are of use in Judaica libraries, but they are of 
little practical use to bibliographers of small and medium size, non-sectarian U.S. college libraries (Harvard 
University. Library, 1971).  
Since many academic libraries utilize the Library of Congress classification system for their collections, the LC 
system was chosen for this study.  However, as this system does not identify Jewish Studies as a specific subject 
category, subject analysis necessitated a multi-step process.  It involved matching of awarded titles with LC 
classification number and grouping them as either Jewish Studies or non-Jewish Studies subjects.  To obtain the LC 
classification number, a title search in WorldCat, the “OCLC catalog of books and other materials in libraries 




matched with the specific LC subject heading.  Identification of subjects of interest to Jewish Studies was 
accomplished with the use of Classification Web’s [7] tools such as “LC Subject Headings”, “Browse Classification 
Schedules” and “Classification Search”.  Subject headings containing any root of words such as Jewish, Hebrew, 
Judaica, Yiddish, Bible, Holocaust, Israel, Palestine, and Jerusalem were extracted from Classification Web and 
identified specifically as Jewish Studies subjects; all other subjects were considered as non-Jewish Studies.  The 
listing of all the identified Jewish Studies and non-Jewish Studies subjects is provided in Appendix 3.   
Publishing sources 
Since academic libraries are primarily interested in books published by university presses, an analysis of publishing 
sources of the awarded books was conducted.  The publisher’s name for each awarded book was identified as 
either commercial or university press.  The number of books published by each publisher was calculated, and the 
university press publishers were further examined for their output of awarded books.  A comparison of winners 
and finalists based on publishing sources follows in the “Results” section. 
AWARDS SELECTED  
AJL JUDAICA REFERENCE AWARD AND BIBLIOGRAPHY AWARD 
The Association of Jewish Libraries offers two awards: the Judaica Reference Award (for Judaica reference books) 
and the Judaica Bibliography Award (for Judaica bibliographies).  In 2010 the Association announced that the 
“Dating system changed…to reflect (the) year in which award is announced instead of year of publication. (The) 
award-giving did NOT skip a year”, [8] therefore the tabulation of award subject categories does not include a 
listing for 2009 in this study.  Also excluded is the listing for 2010 bibliography award as it was awarded to “body-
of-work” rather than to a specific title.   
ALBERTO BENVENISTE PRIZE (a k a Prix Alberto Benveniste) 
Awarded by the Alberto Benveniste Center for Sephardic  Studies and Culture, part of the Religious Studies 
Department of the École Pratique des Hautes Études, Sorbonne, Paris, “[i]ts aims are: (t)he encouragement of 
research and creative production related to the Judeo-Iberian world before and after the expulsion of the Jews 
from Spain in 1492 in the domains of language, culture, and history.”[9] 
According to the Center’s website, “[t]he Alberto Benveniste Center grants, each year, two prizes, one for research 
and one for creative endeavor (referred to as literary award in this study), of 1,500 Euros each, for a work 
produced in France related to the subjects of interest for the Center.”[10]  Although the website refers to “two 
prizes”, in 2005 there were three prizes, as two were awarded to two titles in the research category.  
ANNE AND ROBERT COWAN WRITERS’ FUND  
Administered by the Jewish Community Federation, the award was “established in 2004 by Robert Cowan to 
recognize and award writers who have made an exceptional impact in the Bay Area (California) through their 
uniquely Jewish perspective…It is the intent of Mr. Cowan to reward the work of local writers who can benefit 
from both the publicity and award money without their being aware that they have been considered for the 
award. Therefore, there is no public nomination process.” [11] Because specific titles were not identified, the 
award was excluded from this study’s analysis.  According to this author’s correspondence with the organization, 




following is a list of winning authors to date: 2005: Jean Gonick (journalism); 2006: Julie Orringe (fiction writer); 
and 2007: Leo Litwak (short story collection).  
BARON BOOK PRIZE (a k a Salo Wittmayer Baron Book Prize) 
Administered by the American Academy for Jewish Research, the $5, 000 prize “is awarded annually to the author 
of an academic first book, in English, in any area of Jewish Studies.  [T]he author must have received his or her 
Ph.D. degree within the previous seven years.”  Though according to the AAJR’s website the 2010 prize should 
have been announced in the Spring of 2010, the decision has been postponed until December 2010.  [12] 
BIALIK PRIZE 
A web search of this prize produces a mix of sites with the most comprehensive information provided by 
Wikipedia.  [13] It states that the literary award is given by the municipality of Tel Aviv, Israel for significant 
accomplishments in Hebrew literature. The prize is named in memory of Hayyim Nahman Bialik.  There are two 
separate prizes, one specifically for “Literature”,  which is in the field of fiction, and the other for “Jewish thought”. 
Since specific titles are not identified, this prize was excluded from the overall subject analysis.  The following is a 
list of winning authors for “Literature”: 2008: Oded Yehuda Burla, Israel Eliraz, Yeshayahu Koren; 2006: Ruth 
Almog, Raquel Chalfi, Uri Orlev; 2004: David Grossman, Haya Shenhav, Ephraim Sidon; and 2002: Haim Beerm, 
Maya Bejerano, Yoel Hoffmann, Miriam Roth. 
DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE 
”The Dayton Literary Peace Prize, inaugurated in 2006, is the first and only annual U.S. literary award recognizing 
the power of the written word to promote peace. The Dayton Literary Peace Prize invites nominations in adult 
fiction and nonfiction books published within the past year that have led readers to a better understanding of 
other cultures, peoples, religions, and political points of view.  Both awards carry a $10,000 cash prize.”  [14] 
Although the prizes are not directly related to Jewish Studies discipline, their emphasis on peace as the subject is 
of utmost importance to all Jewish Studies collections, and for that reason it is included in this work.  
FENIA AND YAAKOV LEVIANT MEMORIAL PRIZE IN YIDDISH STUDIES (a k a Leviant Memorial Prize) 
Administered by the Modern Language Association (MLA), this “prize is offered each even-numbered year and is 
awarded alternately to an outstanding translation or an outstanding scholarly work in the field of Yiddish.”  [15] 
GOLDBERG PRIZE FOR JEWISH FICTION BY EMERGING WRITERS 
Administered by the Foundation for Jewish Culture, a not-for-profit organization, the $2,500 Goldberg Prize for 
Jewish Fiction by Emerging Writers, “established in 1999 and supported through the Samuel Goldberg & Sons 
Foundation, is among the very first of its kind to highlight new works by contemporary writers exploring Jewish 
themes.  The prize spotlights promising new talent, and is awarded to an American fiction writer for a first or 
second full-length work that was published in the previous calendar year.”  [16] 
HANDELSMAN PRIZE FOR JEWISH NONFICTION  
According to the information posted on the Foundation of Jewish Culture’s 2008 news release, the Handelsman 
Prize for Jewish Nonfiction is sponsored by Foundation of Jewish Culture and Moment Magazine.  The prize is often 
listed as Moment Magazine for Emerging Writer Awards, and is therefore listed herein under award’s, rather than 




HAROLD U. RIBALOW PRIZE 
According to Library and Book Trade Almanac this prize is sponsored by Hadassah Magazine “for Jewish fiction 
published in English”.  Similar references to Hadassah Magazine are found throughout various websites.  The 
magazine’s website carries no description of this award but, in response to this author’s email inquiry to the 
magazine’s staff, a list of prize winners was supplied by the magazine’s Editorial Assistant, Rachel Fyman 
Schwartzberg.  
HELEN AND STAN VINE CANADIAN JEWISH BOOK AWARDS 
Presented by the Koffler Centre of the Arts in Toronto, Canada, the annual Helen and Stan Vine Canadian Jewish 
Book Awards were established to recognize “excellence in contemporary Canadian writing that reflects Jewish 
themes and subjects…Prizes are given in History, Fiction, Yiddish, Youth Literature, Holocaust Literature, Biography 
& Memoir, Scholarship on a Jewish Subject, and Jewish Thought & Culture”. [18] 
ISRAEL PRIZE 
Established in 1953 and awarded by the State of Israel, the Israel Prize is “regarded as the state's highest honor”.  
The prize awarded includes subjects of interest to Jewish Studies, such as literature, theater, history, sociology and 
religion, and it should be reviewed by Jewish Studies bibliographers.  [19]  Since no specific titles were identified, 
this award was excluded from this study’s subject analysis. 
JERUSALEM PRIZE 
Offered by the Jerusalem International Book Fair, this is “[a]warded biennially to a writer whose works best 
express the theme of freedom of the individual in society.”  (Bogart, 2010)  Though not limited to Jewish Studies, 
the subject of the award is of interest to Jewish Studies bibliographers and therefore works of winning authors 
should be considered.  The most recent winners were: Haruki Murakami (2009), Leszek Kolakowski (2007), Antonio 
Lobo Antunes (2005), Arthur Miller (2003), Susan Sontag (2001).  Since no specific titles were identified, the 
winners of these awards were not included in the subject study. 
J.I. SEGAL AWARDS (a k a J.I. Segal Literary Awards) 
Administered by the Jewish Public Library (“JPL”) in Montreal, Canada and funded by the J.I. Segal Cultural 
Foundation, this award was “established in 1968 to honour and perpetuate the memory of the great Yiddish-
Canadian poet, J.I. Segal, and to foster Jewish cultural creativity in Canada.” Awards are given for 8 categories, with 
the first one, Dr. Hirsch and Dora Rosenfeld Prize for Yiddish and Hebrew Literature, carrying a $1,000 prize and 
remaining prizes of $500 each: “Prize in English Fiction and Poetry on a Jewish Theme, Prize in English Non-Fiction 
on a Jewish Theme, Prize in French Literature on a Jewish Theme, Prize in Translation of Book with a Jewish Theme, 
and Prize in Canadian Jewish Studies”.  [20] Because the JPL site lacks archival information on winning titles, 
assistance in locating a list of past years’ winners was provided by Roxana Brauns, Head of Programming at JPL. 
JORDAN SCHNITZER BOOK AWARDS 
Founded in 2008 by the Jordan Schnitzer Family Foundation of Portland, Oregon, two $5,000 awards are presented 
annually by the Association for Jewish Studies (AJS).  “The prizes recognize outstanding achievement in a total of 
eight categories - two per year - with subjects rotating over a four-year period.  The eight categories are: 
Philosophy and Jewish Thought; Biblical Studies, Rabbinics, and Archaeology; Jewish Literature; Pre-modern Jewish 




Linguistics, and Folklore; Jews and the Arts (visual, performance, music); Gender Studies”.  [21] Since only winning 
titles are listed on the AJS’s website, the titles of the “honorable mention” books for previous years were provided 
on request by the association’s staff. 
KORET JEWISH BOOK AWARDS and KORET YOUNG WRITER ON JEWISH THEMES AWARD (a k a The Koret 
International Jewish Book Awards)  
Established and administered since 1998 by the California-based Koret Foundation, this award provides  
“publication subsidies to first-time authors of original scholarly monographs in the field of Jewish [S]tudies”.  [22] 
Due to the fact that awards were last presented in 2005 - 2006 and have since been discontinued, the awarded 
titles have not been included in this study.  However, since references to this award exist throughout online and 
print sources, the information about it might be of interest to Jewish Studies bibliographers. 
MOMENT MAGAZINE EMERGING WRITER AWARDS 
According to the posted information, this award was established in 2004 by Moment Magazine for fiction and 
nonfiction.  The awards “seek out talented writers who have published at least one book and whose books 
confront themes that are of interest to millions of Jewish readers. An emerging writer is defined as someone who: 
has not yet received widespread recognition, has not yet won a major literary award, can be of any age.”  [23] 
Though the Handelsman Prize for Jewish Nonfiction, mentioned above, is sometimes identified with this award, 
Moment Magazine’s website does not offer any additional information regarding such award. 
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARDS  
The National Jewish Book Awards is a program of The Jewish Book Council, a not-for-profit organization 
“exclusively committed to promoting and advocating for Jewish literature.”  Established in 1948, it is “the longest 
running North American awards program of its kind in the field of Jewish literature and is recognized as the most 
prestigious. The awards, presented by category, are designed to give recognition to outstanding books, to 
stimulate writers to further literary creativity and to encourage the reading of worthwhile titles.”  [24]  
Though for most part, the award is simply referred to as the “National Jewish Book Awards”, citations to 
specifically named awards under this umbrella phrase show up throughout print and online sources.  The following 
are the named awards: Jewish Book of the Year Award (Everett Family) for nonfiction, Celebrate 350 Award for 
American Jewish Studies, Simon & Shulamith (Sofi) Goldberg for Biography, JJ Greenberg Memorial Award for 
Fiction, Gerrard and Ella Berman Memorial Award for History, Louis Posner Memorial Award for Illustrated 
Children's Book, Ronald S. Lauder Award for Eastern European Studies, Dorothy Kripke for Jewish Family Literature, 
Dorot Foundation Award for Modern Jewish Thought, Foundation for Jewish Culture's Goldberg Prize for Fiction, 
Nahum M. Sarna Memorial Award for Scholarship, Mimi S. Frank Award for Sephardic Culture, Barbara Dobkin 
Award for Women’s Studies, and JDC-Herbert Katzki Award for writing based on Archival Material.  The awards 
which have not yet been named cover the following subject areas: Anthologies and Collections; Children’s and 
Young Adult Literature; Contemporary Jewish Life and Practice; Education and Jewish Identity; Holocaust; Poetry; 
and Visual Arts.  [25]  
REFORM JUDAISM PRIZE FOR JEWISH FICTION 
Established in 2003, this award was created to “encourage young Jewish fiction writers. To be eligible, writers must 
be under the age of 45 and have published a novel or short story collection on a Jewish theme.  To qualify for the 
prize, the writer must have authored a novel or collection of short stories on a Jewish theme published originally in 




as the Pulitzer Prize, Booker Award, or National Book Award”.  The winning author receives a $5,000 award as well 
as a feature in the magazine “Reform Judaism”.  The last awarded prize was in 2008 and the prize is presently on 
hold.  [26] 
RISA DOMB/PORJES PRIZE  
This award, “sponsored by the Porjes Trust in association with the Times Literary Supplement and administered by 
the Jewish Book Council in conjunction with the (London based) Society of Authors”, [27] is named in memory of 
Dr. Risa Domb, who taught Hebrew at the University of Cambridge. The £2,000 prize is awarded triennially to 
promote recognition of Hebrew-English translators. 
RODDA BOOK AWARD 
Sponsored by the Church and Synagogue Library Association (CSLA), this award, “named for lifetime CSLA member, 
Dot Rodda, recognizes a book which exhibits excellence in writing and has contributed significantly to 
congregational libraries through promotion of spiritual growth. The award is given to books for adults, young 
adults, and children on a three-year-rotational basis.” [28]  
SAMI ROHR PRIZE FOR JEWISH LITERATURE  
Established in 2006 by the family of Sami Rohr to honor his “love of Jewish writing”, the prize is administered by 
the Jewish Book Council.  The “annual award recognizes the unique role of contemporary writers in the 
transmission and examination of Jewish values, and is intended to encourage and promote outstanding writing of 
Jewish interest. Each year, the prize of $100,000 will aim to reward an emerging writer whose work has 
demonstrated a fresh vision and evidence of future potential. Recipients must have written a book of exceptional 
literary merit that stimulates an interest in themes of Jewish concern...Fiction and non-fiction books will be 
considered in alternate years.”  [29] In addition there is the Sami Rohr Prize Choice Award which is awarded 
annually.  In 2010 the Choice Award was not awarded; the award money was combined and shared by two winners 
of the Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish Literature.  [30] 
SAPIR PRIZE 
The Sapir Prize of Israel is an “annual literary award presented for a work of fine literature. The prize is awarded by 
Mifal Hapayis (Israel's state lottery), and is a part of the organization's cultural initiatives. It carries the name of 
Pinhas Sapir, the late Israeli Minister of Finance, and was first awarded in 2000”.  Awarded books are either written 
or translated into Hebrew. [31] 
SAUL VIENER BOOK PRIZE 
Sponsored by The American Jewish Historical Society (AJHS) and named in honor of its past president, the $1,000 
prize is for books which deal with American Jewish history.  According to AJHS, “works in literature, sociology, 
political science, and other fields do not qualify, nor do historical studies of Jews outside of the United States. In 
order to be considered, books have to be original work in English and not anthologies or other edited works.”  The 
AJHS website identifies it as the biannual prize and “therefore books published in the last two years will be 
considered in 2011”.  [32] Inconsistencies were found on the society’s website regarding their winning titles and 
award dates.  One such example is the title Lillian Wald: A Biography published in 2008, but identified as 2005 – 
2006 runner up.  




According to the 2009 news announcement on the website for the JTA, The Global News Service of the Jewish 
People, this prize will be awarded by the Ukrainian government “once every three years, beginning in 2009, for 
achievements in literature and culture.  The prize, awarded on the March 2 birthday of the writer, includes a cash 
award of about $900.”  [33] Information recently obtained by the author indicates that the presentation of this 
award has been postponed until 2011. 
SIDNEY AND HADASSAH MUSHER SUBVENTION PRIZE 
The Foundation for Jewish Culture “awards a $3,000 grant on a biannual basis to support the publication of an 
outstanding first book project by a recent Ph.D. (Applicants must have completed their Ph.D.s within six years of 
application.)  The prize recognizes the originality, scope, and scholarly rigor of any first book published within 
approved categories related to Jewish [S]tudies.”  [34] 
SOPHIE BRODY AWARD   
Administered by the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA), a division of ALA, the Sophie Brody Award, 
funded by the Arthur Brody and the Brodart Foundation, has been in existence since 2006.  It “is given to 
encourage, recognize and commend outstanding achievement in Jewish literature.”  [35] 
SOUTHERN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY BOOK PRIZE 
This $500 book prize is awarded “every four years for the book making the most significant contribution to the 
field of southern Jewish history.”  [36] 
SYDNEY TAYLOR BOOK AWARD 
Established in 1968 by the Association of Jewish Libraries, the Shirley Kravitz Children's Book Award was renamed 
in 1978 to its current name.  In addition to name change, the award has undergone changes in number and 
categories of annual awards as well as its dating system.  It is now “presented annually to outstanding books for 
children and teens that authentically portray the Jewish experience...[It is] named for the year in which the prize 
[is] presented, for a book published during the previous year.  Gold medals are presented in three categories: 
Younger Readers, Older Readers, and Teen Readers.  Honor Books are awarded silver medals, and Notable Books 
are named in each category.”  [37] 
THREE PERCENT BEST TRANSLATED BOOK AWARD  
The prize, in existence since 2007, is sponsored by the University of Rochester, N.Y.  Since the award is not limited 
to Jewish Studies, it was not included in the subject analysis.  However, because the 2010 winner was a book 
translated from Hebrew “The Confessions of Noa Weber”, this award might be of interest to Jewish Studies 
bibliographers.  [38] 
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE BOOK PRIZE  
The Institute awards three prizes annually for “new books that have illuminated the Middle East for American 
readers.”  Since the subject of the award is not limited to Jewish Studies discipline, the winning titles were not 
included in the subject analysis.  However, Jewish Studies bibliographers should be aware of this award due to its 
subject matter.  For example, the 2009 prize winner was “A Safe Haven: Harry S. Truman and the Founding of 
Israel.”  [39] 




Created in 1977 by Harold Hyam Wingate, this £4,000 prize is for “Jewish and non-Jewish authors resident in the 
UK, British Commonwealth, Europe and Israel….Books submitted must be in English, either originally or in 
translation.”  In addition to winning titles, the site includes a “shortlist” of nominated titles. [40]  
FINDINGS 
The 31 awards presented in the “Awards Selected” section were the base for subject and publisher analysis.  This 
number was further reduced to 24 as some of the awards are either no longer or not yet active (e.g., Koret Prize 
and Sholem Aleichem Prize), some only recognize an author rather than a specific title (e.g., Israel Prize and 
Jerusalem Prize) and some are marginally connected with this discipline (e.g., Dayton Prize or Washington Prize).  
The names of the selected 24 awards with the titles of awarded books are identified in Appendix 1.  Whenever 
possible, the award’s exact phrase was used, and therefore titles listed under “Finalist” include those identified as 
“honorable”, “notable”, “nominee”, “short listed”, “choice award” or “runner up”.  Each title is followed by a 
publisher’s name and the LC classification number.  
A numerical summary of all the winners and finalists is presented in Table I.  The list of 519 titles includes 252 
winners and 267 finalists.  Though none of the awards can compete with the large number of books (258) awarded 
by The National Jewish Book Awards, the next highest group of awarded books includes Wingate Literary Prize (31 
books), Helen and Stan Vine Canadian Jewish Book Awards (25 books), Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish Fiction and 
Sophie Brody Award (20 books each).  With the exclusion of 2010, the current award year, the total number of 
awarded books has risen yearly from 81 awards in 2005 to 107 in 2009.  On average, from 2004 and 2009, 40 
winners and 41 finalists were awarded annually.  
 
Table I: Winners and Finalists : Numerical Analysis 
Award Name 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 
  w f w f w f w f w f w f w f w f 
AJL Judaica Bibliography Award           1   1   1   1   1       
AJL Judaica Reference Award   1       1   1   1   1   1       
Alberto Benveniste Prize  2   1   2   2   2   3           
Baron Book Prize         1   1   1   2   1       
Dayton Literary Peace Prize     3 11 2 8 2 2 1 2             
Fenia And Yaakov Leviant Memorial Prize          1   1 1     1           
Goldberg Prize For Jewish Fiction By Emerging 
Writers         1   1   1   1   1       
Harold U. Ribalow Prize     1 1 1 1 1   1   1           
Helen And Stan Vine Canadian Jewish Book 
Awards     8   8   9                   
Jordan Schnitzer Book Award      2 3 2 1                     
J.I. Segal Awards         7       5       7       
Moment Magazine Emerging Writer Awards         2       4   2   2       
National Jewish Book Awards      18 36 16 29 19 31 17 32 19 60         
Reform Judaism Prize For Jewish Fiction         1   1   1   1   1       
Risa Domb/Porjes Prize              1           2       
Rodda Book Award 1 9 1   1   1   1               
Sami Rohr Prize For Jewish Literature 2 3 1 3 1 4 1 5                 




Award Name 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 
Saul Viener Book Prize                 2 2     2       
Sidney And Hadassah Musher Subvention Prize      1 1                         
Sophie Brody Award  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3             
Southern Jewish Historical Society Book Prize             1               1 1 
Sydney Taylor Book Award 3   3   3   3   2               
Wingate Literary Prize 
    1 6 1 3 1 5 1 6 2 5         
 
The analysis of subject coverage of the awarded books was reduced to 414 titles.  This number reflects the 
elimination of 63 duplicate titles (those receiving multiple awards) and 56 books identified as “juvenile”.  
Elimination of children’s books from this study was done on the premise that these books are not of primary 
interest to academic libraries.  
All represented subjects were cumulated and categorized according to Library of Congress subject headings.  
Based on the employed methodology, all subject headings were identified and grouped as either belonging to 
Jewish Studies or Non-Jewish Studies.  The results are presented in Figure 1.  There are 231 titles with Jewish 
Studies and 183 titles with Non-Jewish Studies subject headings.  Though in total they cover 22 general subject 
categories, some subjects, such as psychology, medicine, political science, and anthropology, are not represented 
by the awarded books.  The Jewish Studies subjects with strongest representation by the awarded books are 
History (67 titles), Judaism (60 titles), and Language and Literature (41 titles), and the top three categories for Non-
Jewish Studies subjects are Language and Literature (111 titles), History (26 titles), and Social Sciences (14 titles).  
In reviewing the total number of books in the Language and Literature subject category, it is important to point out 
that the LC classification schedule for areas specifically dealing with individual authors such as English Literature – 
Individual Authors (PR5921-6125), or American Literature – Individual Authors (PS3511-3623) lacks any additional 
identification such as “Jew “or “Jewish”, and therefore, based on this study’s methodology these subjects were 
categorized as “Non-Jewish Studies” subjects.  However, a more detailed subject analysis of some of the literature 
titles counted in this category, shows that the subject matter of some of these books can clearly be considered as 
Jewish Studies.  For example, the following three books fall into this broad LC subject category of Literature-
Individual Authors and will certainly be of interest to Jewish Studies collections: Kalooki Nights (about Jews in 
Great Britain), Plot Against America (about Anti-Semitism), and World to Come (about Jewish families).  With this 
in mind, to attain a more balanced view, it might be useful to eliminate the category of Language and Literature 
from the analysis.  Doing so would result in the following new totals: 190 titles with Jewish Studies and 72 titles 





Publisher Analysis  
The review of publishing sources was restricted to all award books with the exception of duplicate titles.  The 
analysis of publishers’ names for the 456 books shows that the award books were published by a total of 215 
publishers with 178 non-university presses publishing 319 titles and 37 university presses publishing 137 titles.  
The data in Table II shows that the university presses with the highest published number of awarded books are 
Yale University Press, Princeton University Press, Brandeis University Press, Cambridge University Press, and 
Oxford University Press.  
 
Table II: University Press Publishers of Awarded Books 
Publisher # of titles 
Brandeis UP 11 
Cambridge UP 11 
Columbia UP 1 
Cornell UP 1 
Fordham UP 1 
Harvard UP 6 
Hebrew Union College Press 3 
Indiana UP 6 
Johns Hopkins UP  1 






























Publisher # of titles 
McGill UP 4 
NYU Press 4 
Oxford UP 11 
Pr.Univ. du Mirail 1 
Princeton UP 13 
Purdue UP 1 
Stanford UP 3 
SUNY Press 2 
Syracuse Up  3 
U Alabama Press 2 
U Calgary Press 1 
U California Press 5 
U Chicago Press 1 
U Georgia Press 3 
U Illinois Press 3 
U Michigan Press 1 
U Nebraska Press 3 
U New Mexico Press 1 
U Notre Dame Press 1 
U Pittsburgh Press 1 
U Washington Press 1 
U Wisconsin Press 3 
UNC Press 1 
Universidad Pontifica de Salamanca 1 
UP Maryland 1 
Wayne State UP 6 
Yale UP 18 
Yeshiva University Museum 1 
 
Table III provides an overview of all 519 awarded books and identifies the number and the percentage of university 
press books for each of the 24 awards.  Although not indicated by the award policies, four prizes awarded only 
university press books specifically, Baron Book Prize, Jordan Schnitzer Book Award, Saul Viener Book Prize, Sidney 
and Hadassah Musher Subvention Prize and Southern Jewish Historical Society Book Prize.  
 
Table III: Number and Percentage of Award Books Published by University Presses 
AWARD NAME 
# of award 
books 
# of UP 
books 
% of UP 
books 
AJL Judaica Bibliography Award   5 2 40.00% 
AJL Judaica Reference Award   6 1 16.67% 
Alberto Benveniste Prize  12 4 33.33% 
Baron Book Prize 6 6 100.00% 
Dayton  31 0 0.00% 





# of award 
books 
# of UP 
books 
% of UP 
books 
Goldberg Prize For Jewish Fiction By Emerging Writers 5 0 0.00% 
Harold U. Ribalow Prize 7 0 0.00% 
Helen And Stan Vine Canadian  Jewish  Book Awards 25 6 24.00% 
 Jordan  Schnitzer Book Award  8 8 100.00% 
J.I. Segal Awards 19 5 26.32% 
Moment Magazine Emerging Writer Awards 10 1 10.00% 
 National Jewish Book Awards  258 85 32.95% 
Reform  Judaism  Prize  For Jewish  Fiction 5 1 20.00% 
Risa Domb/Porjes  Prize  3 1 33.33% 
Rodda Book Award 14 0 0.00% 
Sami Rohr Prize For Jewish Literature 20 7 35.00% 
 Sapir Prize 5 0 0.00% 
Saul Viener Book Prize 6 6 100.00% 
Sidney And Hadassah Musher Subvention Prize  2 2 100.00% 
Sophie Brody Award  20 1 5.00% 
Southern Jewish Historical Society Book Prize 3 3 100.00% 
Sydney Taylor Book Award 14 0 0.00% 
Wingate Literary Prize 31 2 6.45% 
TOTAL 519 144 27.75% 
 
CONCLUSION 
This multi-faceted study researched, identified and compiled a comprehensive list of book awards and prizes in the 
field of Jewish Studies. The results showed an existence of a vast variety of available awards which cover the 
Jewish Studies discipline. The analysis showed extensive subject coverage of the awarded books, and a strong 
presence of university presses among the publishers of winning books. The paper demonstrated that the Jewish 
book awards can easily be used as an alternate collection development tool for building or evaluating Jewish 
Studies collections. The Jewish Studies bibliographers in small and medium size non-sectarian academic libraries 
with limited budgets,  can successfully integrate this approach in their efforts to best support the library needs of 







Appendix 1 - Book Awards: Winners and Finalists 
AWARD NAME TITLE PUBLISHER LC CLASS WINNER FINALIST 
AJL JUDAICA BIBLIOGRAPHY AWARD           
2008 Hebrew Manuscripts in the Vatican Library Bibliot. apos. Vatican Z6611.J48 x  
2007 Dictionary of Iberian Jewish and Converso Authors  Univers. Pontifica  PJ5049 x  
2006 Jewish Library in the Middle Ages  Mekhon Ben-Tsevvi  Z6514.J48 x  
2005 Sepulcra Judaica: bibliographie  Klartext Z6374 x  
2004 Sixteenth Century Hebrew Book Brill Z228 x  
AJL JUDAICA REFERENCE AWARD           
2010 U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Encyc. of Camps   Indiana UP D805 x  
2008 YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe  Yale UP DS135 x  
2007 Writers in Yiddish  Thomson Gale PJ5121 x  
2006 Dictionary of Mediaeval Judaeo-Arabic texts  Acad. Hebrew Lang. PJ5077 x  
2005 Leksikon ha-sipur ha-hasidi  ha-Mekhon le-heker  BM532 x  
2004 Jewish American Literature: a guide  Libraries Unlimited PS153 x  
ALBERTO BENVENISTE PRIZE          
Literature       
2010 Sépharade: Roman Albin Michel PQ2661 x  
2009 Guardian of the Dawn (tr. into French ) Cherche Midi PS3576  x  
2008 Avec vue Sur le Royaume : Roman  Actes sud PQ2667 x  
2007 Young Turk (tr. into French) Saqi PR6056 x  
2006 Le Roman de Séville  Rocher DP402 x  
2005 L'enfant du Bosphore : roman  Laffont PQ2662 x  
Research      
2010 Greece : a Jewish history  Princeton UP DS135 x  
2009 author: Rifat Bali - not a specific title     
2008 Inquisition, Pouvoir, Société  Champion BX1735 x  
2007 L'Espagne Contemporaine et la Question Juive  Pr. Univ. du Mirail DS135 x  
2006 Radical Enlightenment : Philosophy (tr.into French) Oxford UP B802 x  
2005 Destins Marranes : l'identité Juive en  Hachette DS143 x  
2005 Manual of Judeo-Spanish (tr. from French)  UP Maryland PC4813.2  x  
BARON BOOK PRIZE         
2008 Heresy and the Politics of Community Cornell UP BM185 x  
2007 Iberian Jewish Literature Indiana UP PJ5023 x  
2006 Execution and Invention : death penalty  Oxford UP BM496.9 x  
2005 Fire in Their Hearts : Yiddish Socialists Harvard UP HX550.J4 x  
 God's Mountain : the Temple Mount  Johns Hopkins UP DS109.28 x  
2004 Jews and Blacks in the Early Modern World  Cambridge UP HT921 x  
DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE         
2009 Beijing Coma  FS&G  PL2948.3  x 
 Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao  Riverhead Books PS3554 x  
 Crime So Monstrous : face to face Free Press HT871 x  
 Dust From Our Eyes Wolsak and Wynn DT30.5  x 
 Great Experiment  by S.Talbott  S&S JZ1318  x 
 Hot, Flat and Crowded  FS&G GE197  Runner Up 
 Human Smoke: The Beginnings  S&S D741  x 
 My Father's Paradise: a son's search  Algonquin Books  DS135  x 
 Peace ; a novel by R. Bausch Knopf PS3552 x  
 Plague of Doves  HarperCollins PS3555  x 
 Say You’re One of Them  Little, Brown & Co. PR9387  Runner Up 
 Song Yet Sung   Riverhead Books PS3613  x 
 Telex from Cuba  Scribner PS3611  x 
 Writing in the Dark by D. Grossman FS&G PJ5010  x 
2008 Acts of Faith ; the story of an American  Beacon Press E184  x 
 Are we Rome? : the fall of an empire  Houghton Mifflin E169.1  Runner Up 
 Birds in Fall : a novel  Scribner PS3561 x  




 Brother I’m Dying by E. Danticat  Knopf PS3554 x  
 Coal Black Horse  Algonquin Books  PS3565  x 
 Fragile Edge : diving  Houghton Mifflin QH198  x 
 Lost City Radio : a novel  HarperCollins  PS3601  Runner Up 
 Ocean in the Closet  Coffee House  PS3620  x 
 Song for Night ; a novella Akashic Books PR9387  x 
2007 Changed Man:  a novel   HarperCollins  PS3566 x  
 Nonviolence: Twenty-five Lessons From Modern Library HM1281  x  
 Skinner's Drift : a novel  Scribner PR9369  Runner Up 
 Three Cups of Tea: one man’s mission Viking LC2330  Runner Up 
2006 Bury the Chains : prophets  Houghton Mifflin HT1163  Runner Up 
 Discontinuity of Small Things  Quality Words In Print PS3608  Runner Up 
 Shockwave : countdown  HarperCollins D767 x  
FENIA AND YAAKOV LEVIANT MEMORIAL PRIZE          
2008 Worlds of S. An-sky: a Russian Jewish intellectual  Stanford UP PJ5129 x  
2007 Survivors: Seven Short Stories Cormorant  PJ5129 x  
 Yiddish Folksongs from the Ruth Rubin  Wayne State UP M1852  Honorable 
2005 Proletpen : America's rebel  U Wisconsin Press PJ5191 x  
GOLDBERG PRIZE FOR JEWISH FICTION BY EMERGING WRITERS         
2008 Petropolis by Anya Ulinich Viking PS3621 x  
2007 Cantor’s Daughter Hawthorne PS3614 x  
2006 Discontinuity of Small Things  Quality Words In Print PS3608 x  
2005 First Desire by N. Reisman  Pantheon PS3568 x  
2004 There Are Jews in My House  Pantheon PS3622 x  
HAROLD U. RIBALOW PRIZE         
2009 Songs for the Butcher's Daughter Free Press PS3613 x  
 Cure for Grief : a novel  Scribner PS3608  x 
2008 Ministry of Special Cases  Knopf PS3555 x  
 Rowing Lesson  Soho Press PS3562  x 
2007 World to Come; a novel Norton PS3608 x  
2006 Genizah at The House Of Shepher  Toby Press PR6125 x  
2005 Those Who Save Us  Harcourt PS3602 x  
HELEN AND STAN VINE CANADIAN  JEWISH  BOOK AWARDS         
2009 Diary of Laura's Twin Second Story Press juv x  
 Gratitude by Joseph Kertes Penguin PR9199.3 x  
 How Jesus Became Christian Random House BS2653 x  
 Izzy: the Passionate Life by Peter C. Newman HarperCollins  P92.5 x  
 Mordecai Richler : leaving St. Urbain  McGill-Queen's UP PR9199.3 x  
 Prairie Kaddish  by Isa Milman Coteau Books PR9199.4 x  
 White Space Between Second Story Press PR9199.4 x  
 Yiddishlands; a memoir Wayne State UP F1054.5 x  
2008 Bits and Pieces by Henia Reinhartz Azrieli D804.196  x  
 Converts, Heretics, and Lepers U Notre Dame Press B759 x  
 Kasztner’s Train: the true story of Rezsö Kasztner Douglas & MacIntyre D804.6 x  
 Laike and Nahum: a Poem  Inanna Pub. PR9199.4 x  
 Out of Line: growing up Soviet  Tundra Books DS135 x  
 Representing the Immigrant Experience Syracuse UP PJ5129 x  
 Sharp Intake of Breath Simon & Pierre PR9199.4 x  
 They Called Me Mayer July: painted  U California Press  DS135 x  
2007 Born to Kvetch : Yiddish language  St. Martin's Press PJ5113 x  
 Drunk From the Bitter Truth (translation) SUNY Press PJ5129 x  
 I Remember the Location-- Exactly  Mosaic Press D811.5 x  
 I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors  McClelland & Stewart F1059.5 x  
 September Rain by S. Mayne Mosaic Press PR9199.3 x  
 Surviving the Censor : the unspoken words  Seraphim Editions PR9199.3 x  
 Turned Away : the World War II Diary of Devorah  Scholastic  juv x  




 Violin Lover by S. Glickman Goose Lane  PR9199.3 x  
J.I. SEGAL AWARDS         
2008 Book of Longing by L. Cohen Ecco PR9199.3 x  
 Elabrek Lider Fun Nayem  Farlag "Aigens" PJ5055.26 x  
 Nostalgie et tristesse (translation) Éditions du Noroît PJ5120  x  
 Poétiques du Messie : L’origine juive  XYZ éditeur BM615 x  
 Rabbis and Their Community : studies  U Calgary Press BM750 x  
 Six days in June (video:Ina Fichman) Instinct Films Inc. DS127 x  
 They Called Me Mayer July: painted U California Press  DS135 x  
2006 Identités Mosaïques : Entretiens  Boréal F1055.J5 x  
 Jews in Poland-Lithuania in the Eighteenth Century  U California Press  DS135 x  
 Once a Nazi (video:F. Bohbot ) 
Nat'l Film Board of 
Can. DD290 x  
 Wall of Light : a novel  Harper Perennial PR9199.4 x  
 When Grownups Play at War  (translation) Sumach Pr. D811 x  
2004 Between the Wars : Canadian Jews  Véhicule Press  F1054.5 x  
 Dem Netzach Antkegn : Gezamlte Lider   S. Simkhovitsh  PJ5129 x  
 Holocaust, Israel, and Canadian Protestant  McGill-Queen's UP BM535 x  
 Mit Shraybers, Bikher un Mit-- Vilne  H. Leyvik Farlag  PJ5121 x  
 Night Voices : heard in the shadow  McGill-Queen's UP DK4435 x  
 Prisoner of Paradise (video) Média Vérite  PN2658 x  
 Speaking Cure : a novel  Douglas & McIntyre PR9199.3 x  
JORDAN SCHNITZER BOOK AWARD          
2009 Art and Judaism in the Greco-Roman World Cambridge UP NK1672 x  
 Bodies of God and the World of Ancient Israel  Cambridge UP BM610 x  
 From the Ghetto to the Melting Pot : Israel  Wayne State UP PR5921  Notable 
 Jewish Babylonia between Persia and Roman  Oxford UP BM177  Notable 
 Maqām and Liturgy : ritual, music Wayne State UP ML3195  Notable 
2008 Jewish Messianism and the History  Cambridge UP B5802 x  
 Making of a Sage : a study in rabbinic ethics  U Wisconsin Press BM506.4  Honorable 
 Mothers and Children : Jewish family  Princeton UP BM726 x  
MOMENT MAGAZINE EMERGING WRITER AWARDS         
2008 Invisible Wall by  Harry Bernstein  Ballantine Books  PS3552 x  
 Petropolis by Anya Ulinich  Viking PS3621 x  
2006 Absurdistan by  Gary Shteyngart Random House PS3619 x  
 Adventures of Rabbi Harvey : a graphic novel  Jewish Lights Pub. juv x  
 How This Night is Different : stories  Free Press PS3601 x  
 Sala's Gift : My Mother's Holocaust Story  Free Press  DS135 x  
2005 History of Love by N. Krauss Norton PS3611 x  
 Inheriting the Holy Land : an American's  Ballantine  Books  DS119.76 x  
2004 Mystics, Mavericks, and Merrymakers NYU Press HQ798 x  
 Natasha and Other Stories  FS&G PR9199.4 x  
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARDS          
2009 Fall of a Sparrow Stanford UP PJ5054 x  
 Louis D. Brandais Pantheon KF8745 x  
 Rethinking European Jewish History Littman Library  DS135 x  
 We Remember with Reverence  and Love  NYU Press D804.3       x  
 Orthodox Jews in America Indiana UP BM205  x 
 Jewish Immigrants and American Capitalism, 1880- Cambridge UP E184.353   x 
 Place and Displacement in Jewish History ...    Vallentine Mitchell DS143   x 
 Jewish Musical Modernism, Old And New U Chicago Press              ML3776  x 
 Rosenfeld’s Lives  Yale UP PS3535  x 
 Enemies of the People S&S DB992  x 
 Other Half of Life: a  novel Knopf juv x  
 Cursing Columbus Cinco Puntos juv  x 
 Clay Man: the Golem of Prague Tundra Books juv  x 




 Saving Israel: how the Jewish people can John Wiley  DS128.2 x  
 Far from Zion: in search of a global William Morrow DS134  x 
 Jewcentricity: why the Jews are praised John Wiley  DS143  x 
 Gratitude by  Joseph Kertes Thomas Dunne Books PR9199.3 x  
 Last Ember Riverhead Books PS3612  x 
 Pictures at an Exhibition Knopf PS3608  x 
 Polyglot: stories of the west's wet edge Beth Am Press PS3613  x 
 Legend of Cosmo and the Archangel French Creek Press n/a  x 
 Family Properties: race, real estate Metropolitan Books HD7288.76 x  
 Jewish Property Claims Against Arab Columbia UP  DS135  x 
 Major Farran's Hat: the untold story Da Capo Press DS126.4  x 
 We Look Like the Enemy: the hidden story Walker & Co DS113.8  x 
 U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Encyc. of Camps  Indiana UP D805 x  
 Warsaw Ghetto: a guide to Yale UP DS134.64  x 
 Third Reich in the Ivory Tower: complicity Cambridge UP LA227.1  x 
 JPS Illustrated Children's Bible Jewish Publ. Soc. juv x  
 Nachshon, Who Was Afraid to Swim Kar-Ben  juv  x 
 Champion of Children: the story FS&G juv  x 
 Celebrating the Jewish Year: the Spring  Jewish Publ. Soc. BM690 x  
 Sacred Parenting: Jewish Wisdom URJ Press BM725.4  x 
 Covenant & Conversation, A Weekly Reading Maggid Books  BS1235.4 x  
 Nehama Leibowitz: teacher Urim BS1161  x 
 Murmuring Deep: reflections Schocken Books BS1199  x 
 Koren Sacks Siddur Koren n/a  x 
 Book of Seventy by Alicia Ostriker U Pittsburgh Press PS3565 x  
 Ezekiel's Wheels Copper Canyon  PS3561  x 
 Door to a Noisy Room Alice James  PS3623  x 
 Stupid Hope: Poems Graywolf  PS3569  x 
 Subversive Sequels in the Bible Jewish Publ. Soc. BS1225.52 x  
 Maimonides, Spinoza and Us Jewish Lights Pub. B755  x 
 Invention of Hebrew U Illinois Press PJ4545  x 
 We Look Like the Enemy: the hidden story Walker & Co DS113.8 x  
 Action/Abstraction: Pollock, de Kooning Yale UP N6512.5 x  
 Chagall and the Artists of the Russian Yale UP PN3035  x 
 Photographing the Jewish Nation: pictures Brandeis UP DS135  x 
 Mitzvah Girls: Bringing Up the Next Princeton UP BM727 x  
 Levirate Marriage and the Family Brandeis UP KBM563  x 
 Meneket Rivkah: a manual of wisdom Jewish Publ. Soc. BM726  x 
 Still Jewish: A History of Women NYU Press HQ1031  x 
 Holocaust in the Soviet Union U Nebraska Press  DS134.85 x  
2008 1948: a history of the first Arab-Israeli war Yale UP DS126.9 x  
 Conscience: the duty to obey Jewish Lights Pub. BJ1286 x  
 Diary of Laura's Twin Second Story Press juv x  
 Emil L. Fackenheim: A Jewish Philosopher Syracuse UP B995 x  
 Exiles on Main Street Indiana UP PS153 x  
 Genesis-the Book with Seventy Faces Pitspopany Press BS1235.7 x  
 Greece: a Jewish History Princeton UP DS135 x  
 Holocaust by Bullets Palgrave Macmillan DS135 x  
 Jewish Woman's Prayer Book Spiegel & Grau BM667 x  
 Kuzari and the Shaping of Jewish Identity Cambridge UP  BM550 x  
 Marie Syrkin Brandeis UP F128.9.J5 x  
 Mysterious Guests: A Sukkot Story Holiday House juv x  
 Robbing the Jews Cambridge UP D810 x  
 Songs for the Butcher's Daughter Free Press PS3613 x  
 The Torah: A Women's Commentary URJ Press BS1225.53 x  
 What We Now Know About Jewish Education 
Torah Aura 




 First to Cry Down Injustice? : western Jews  Lexington F596.3  x 
 From Krakow to Krypton  Jewish Publ. Soc. PN6725  x 
 Journal of Hélène Berr  Weinstein DS135  x 
 Benjamin Disraeli by A. Kirsch Schocken Books DA564  x 
 Checkpoints by M. Levy Jewish Publ. Soc. juv  x 
 Memories of Babi  FS&G juv  x 
 Torah and Cmmentary by S. Scharfstein KTAV juv  x 
 Inspired Jewish Leadership  Jewish Lights Pub. E184.36  x 
 Book of New Israeli Food  Schocken Books TX724  x 
 Cool Jew : the ultimate guide  Andrews McMeel  PN6231.J5  x 
 Family Matters : Jewish education  Brandeis UP BM103  x 
 Back to School : Jewish day school  Wayne State UP LC741  x 
 Ten Days of Birthright Israel  Brandeis UP E184.36  x 
 Light Fell  Soho Press PS3606  x 
 Memory by P. Grimbert S&S PQ2667  x 
 People of the Book : a novel  Viking PR9619.3  x 
 Lost Spy : an American in Stalin's  Norton JN6529  x 
 Dominican haven : the Jewish  Museum of Jew.Her. F1941.J4  x 
 Ghettostadt : Lódz  Harvard UP DS134.62  x 
 As Good as Anybody : Martin  Knopf juv  x 
 Hanukkah Haiku  Blue Apple  juv  x 
 Time to Every Purpose : letters  Basic Books BM690  x 
 Rabbi and the CEO  SelectBooks HD57.7  x 
 My People's Passover Haggadah  Jewish Lights Pub. BM674.643  x 
 Beast that Crouches at the Door  Devora BJ1406  x 
 Created Equal : how the Bible  Oxford UP BS1199  x 
 Iraq's Last Jews : stories of daily life Palgrave Macmillan DS135  x 
 Memories of Eden : a journey  Forum DS135  x 
 New Jewish Feminism  Jewish Lights Pub. BM729  x 
2007 Anthology of Jewish-Russian Literature  M.E. Sharpe Publ. PG3213  x  
 Antisemitism: the generic hatred Vallentine Mitchell DS145  x  
 Aromas of Aleppo: The Legendary Michael McKenzie TX724  x  
 Ben: Sonship and Jewish Mysticism Continuum BM526  x  
 Cambridge History of Judaism, Vol. 4: Cambridge UP BM155.2 x  
 Churchill's Promised Land: Zionism Yale UP DA566.9 x  
 Dream of the Poem: Hebrew poetry  Princeton UP PJ5059 x  
 Even Higher by Richard Ungar Tundra Books juv x  
 Feminism Encounters Traditional Judaism Brandeis UP BM729 x  
 Gilded Lions and Jeweled Horses Brandeis UP NK9742 x  
 Guest in my Own Country Other Press PH3281 x  
 Hitler's Beneficiaries: plunder Henry Holt and Co. HC286.4  x  
 Homeland: the illustrated history of the state  Nachshon Press DS118 x  
 How to Read the Bible: a guide byJames L. Kugel Free Press BS1171 x  
 Inventing Jewish Ritual Jewish Publ. Soc. BM700 x  
 My People's Prayer Book Series Jewish Lights Pub. BM674.39  x  
 Pigeon and a Boy Schocken Books  PJ5054 x  
 Power of Song: and other Jewish Publ. Soc GR98  x  
 Spiritual Radical: Abraham Joshua Yale UP BM755 x  
 Anthology of Jewish-Russian Literature Sharpe PG3213  x 
 Bedtime Sh'ma: a good night book EKS Publ juv  x 
 Celebrating the Jewish Year: the Spring  Jewish Publ. Soc BM690  x 
 Christ Killers: the Jews Oxford UP BT431.5  x 
 Collected Poems 1947-1997 by. A. Ginsberg HarperCollins PS3513  x 
 Dream of the Poem: Hebrew Poetry Princeton UP PJ5059  x 
 Drunk From the Bitter Truth (translation) SUNY Press PJ5129  x 
 Encyclopedia of Jewish Myth, Magic Llewellyn BM723  x 




 Farewell, Shanghai Handsel  PG1039  x 
 Hadassah Jewish Family Book of Health Jossey-Bass BM538  x 
 Hanukkah Present Light Publ. BM695  x 
 Hitler’s Canary Roaring Brook  juv  x 
 Houses of Study: a Jewish woman among U Nebraska Press E184.37  x 
 If You Awaken Love Toby Press PJ5054  x 
 Jewish Americans: three centuries Doubleday E184.35  x 
 Jews & Judaism in the 21st Century: human Jewish Lights Pub. BM42  x 
 Jews and Power Schocken Books DS140   x 
 Let Us Prove Strong: the American Brandeis UP E184.355  x 
 Marc Chagall by J. Wilson Schocken Books N6999  x 
 My Dear Daughter: Rabbi Benjamin Hebrew Union Coll. Pr  BM729  x 
 Power, Faith, and Fantasy: America Norton DS63.2  x 
 Septembers of Shiraz Ecco PS3619  x 
 Shout in the Sunshine Jewish Publ. Soc juv  x 
 They Called Me Mayer July: painted U California Press  DS135  x 
 What Happened to the Children Who Fled Palgrave Macmillan D810  x 
 Who Will Write our History?: Emanuel Indiana UP  DS135  x 
 Wrestling with God: Jewish teological Oxford UP BM645  x 
 Years of Extermination: Nazi HarperCollins D804.3  x 
 Zion in the Desert: American Jews SUNY Press DS113.8  x 
 Tell Me Another Morning by Z. Berger Paris Press PS3552  x 
2006 Lost: a search for six of six million HarperCollins E184.37 x  
 Becoming Eichmann: rethinking the Life Da Capo Press DD247 x  
 Book Thief by M. Zusak Random House  PR9619.4 x  
 Building Jewish Roots McGill-Queen's UP HQ799.7 x  
 Caviar and Ashes: a Warsaw generation's life  Yale UP HX315.7 x  
 Code of Jewish Ethics: you shall be holy Crown Publishing  BJ1285.2 x  
 Emma Lazarus by E. Schor Schocken Books PS2234 x  
 Folktales of the Jews v.1 Jewish Publ. Soc GR98 x  
 Fragmented Families Southern Hills Press BJ1286 x  
 Jewish Enemy: Nazi propaganda during World War II  Harvard UP D810 x  
 Lilith's Ark: teenage tales  Jewish Publ. Soc PS3603 x  
 Rabbi's Wife; the rebbetzin  NYU Press BM652.9 x  
 Resurrection and the Restoration of Israel Yale UP BM645 x  
 White Ram  a story Holiday House juv x  
 Why Aren't Jewish Women Circumcised U California Press BM705 x  
 World to Come; a novel W.W. Norton PS3608 x  
 Writing a Modern Jewish History Yale UP E184.35 x  
 Accidental Empire: Israel Times Books HD850.5  x 
 Accidents by Y. Hedaya Picador PJ5055.23  x 
 Across the Alley Putnam juv  x 
 Auschwitz: a new history Public Affairs D805.5  x 
 Bad Faith: a forgotten history Knopf DC373  x 
 Brief Chapter in My Impossible Wendy Lamb Books juv  x 
 Call it English: the languages Princeton UP PS153  x 
 Crown Heights: Blacks, Jews Brandeis UP  F128.68  x 
 Daughters of Sarah: anthology Holmes & Meier  PQ1113  x 
 Disobedience by N. Alderman Touchstone  PR6101  x 
 Emma Lazarus by E. Schor Schocken Books PS2234  x 
 Family of Strangers by D. Tall Sarabande Books PS3570  x 
 Fear: anti-semitism in Poland Random House  DS146  x 
 Fortune Teller’s Kiss U Nebraska Press F128.9.J5  x 
 Foundations of Sephardic Spirituality Jewish Lights Pub. DS135  x 
 Golden Country by J. Gilmore Scribner PS3607  x 
 Jewish Book of Days by J. Hammer Jewish Publ. Soc BM724  x 




 Men of Silk: the Hasidic conquest Oxford UP BM198  x 
 Numbered Days: diaries Yale UP D804  x 
 Price of Whiteness: Jews, race  Princeton UP E184.36  x 
 Reckless Rites: Purim Princeton UP BM538  x 
 Rethinking Synagogues Jewish Lights Pub. BM653  x 
 Scribblers on the Roof Persea Books PS647  x 
 Shlemazel and the Remarkable Clarion juv  x 
 Solomon and the Ant: and other Boyds Mills Press juv  x 
 Stains of Culture: an ethno-reading Wayne State UP BM185  x 
 Studying the Jew: scholarly Harvard UP DS146  x 
 This Has Happened Palgrave Macmillan DS135  x 
 Undercurrents of Jewish Prayer Littman Library  BM670  x 
 Yellow Star Marshall Cavendish juv  x 
2005 After Emancipation: Jewish religious  Hebrew Union Coll. Pr BM195 x  
 Book of Customs: a complete handbook  Harper  BM700 x  
 Box of Candles Boyds Mills Press juv x  
 Chosen: the hidden history of exclusion  Princeton UP LB2351.3 x  
 Ester and Ruzya: how my grandmothers  Bantam Dell  DS135 x  
 Everything is Burning: poems W.W. Norton PS3569 x  
 Final Solution: a story of detection Fourth Estate PS3553 x  
 History on Trial: my day in court  Ecco KD379.5 x  
 Jewish Century by Y. Slezkine Princeton UP DS140.5 x  
 Jewish Women and Their Salons Jewish Museum  DS135 x  
 Language, Eros, Being : Kabbalistic  Fordham UP BM526 x  
 Modern Jewish Girl's Guide to Guilt Dutton HQ1172 x  
 Real Time; a novel Clarion juv x  
 Salonica, City of Ghosts Knopf DF951 x  
 Schocken Book of Modern Sephardic Literature Schocken Books PN6067 x  
 Tale of Love and Darkness transl. by N. de Lange  Harcourt PJ5054 x  
 Travels of Benjamin of Tudela FS&G juv x  
 Tree of Souls: the mythology of Judaism Oxford UP BM530 x  
 Who We Are: On Being  Schocken Books PS129 x  
 Heir to the Glimmering World Houghton Mifflin PS3565  Runner Up 
 Plot Against America Houghton Mifflin  PS3568  Runner Up 
 Autobiographical Jews U Washington Press PN842  Runner Up 
 Way into Tikkun Olam Jewish Lights Pub. BJ1285.2  Runner Up 
 Jews and the American Soul Princeton UP E184.36  Runner Up 
 Jews and Gentiles in Early America U Michigan Press E184.3512  Runner Up 
 Classic Yiddish Stories of SY Abramovitsh Syracuse UP PJ5191  Runner Up 
 Old Demons, New Debates Holmes & Meier  DS145  Runner Up 
 Story of a Life Schocken Books PJ5054  Runner Up 
 Daniel Half-Human And The Good Nazi S&S juv  Runner Up 
 Double Crossing Cinco Puntos juv  Runner Up 
 Love Letters: a celebration of Jewish love  Bet Alpha Editions BM713  Runner Up 
 Dignity Beyond Death: the Jewish  Lambda BM712  Runner Up 
 Second Chances by L. Meier Urim BS1315.3  Runner Up 
 How to Keep Kosher  Morrow  BM710  Runner Up 
 Shtetl : myth and reality  Littman Library  DS135  Runner Up 
 Yiddish and the Creation of Soviet Jewish  Cambridge UP DS135  Runner Up 
 Jewish Renaissance in Fifteenth-century Spain  Princeton UP DS135  Runner Up 
 Poverty and Charity in the Jewish Community   Princeton UP HV17  Runner Up 
 Cruel World by L. Nicholas Knopf D810  Runner Up 
 Nine Suitcases: a memoir Schocken Books  DS135  Runner Up 
 Music in the Holocaust  Oxford UP ML3776  Runner Up 
 Sholom's Treasure: how Sholom  FS&G juv  Runner Up 
 Last Pair of Shoes Merkos L'Inyonei  juv  Runner Up 




 In God's Hands Jewish Lights Pub. juv  Runner Up 
 Sail to Great Island U Wisconsin Press PS3556  Runner Up 
 Collected Poems, 1954-2004 by I. Feldman Schocken Books  PS3511  Runner Up 
 Bible with Sources Revealed HarperCollins BS1223  Runner Up 
 Avotaynu Guide to Jewish Genealogy Avotaynu CS21  Runner Up 
 Exile in Amsterdam: Saul Levi  Hebrew Union Coll. Pr  BM755  Runner Up 
 Kabbalah and Eros Yale UP BM526  Runner Up 
 Ladino Rabbinic Literature and Ottoman  Indiana UP DS135  Runner Up 
 Art of Subversion in Inquisitorial Spain Purdue UP PQ6428  Runner Up 
 Jubana! The Awkwardly True  Rayo E184  Runner Up 
 Pomegranate Seeds U New Mexico Press GR98  Runner Up 
 Luminous Art: Hanukkah Menorahs  Yale UP BM657  Runner Up 
 Printing the Talmud: from  Yeshiva U. Museum BM501  Runner Up 
 Expanding the Palace of Torah Brandeis UP BM729  Runner Up 
 Princess or Prisoner: Jewish women  Brandeis UP HQ1728.5  Runner Up 
 Mothers and Children: Jewish family  Princeton UP BM726  Runner Up 
REFORM JUDAISM PRIZE FOR JEWISH FICTION         
2008 Pale of Settlement : stories  U Georgia Press PS3619 x  
2007 Cantor’s Daughter  Hawthorne PS3614 x  
2006 Kafka in Brontëland and Other Stories  Toby Press PR6125 x  
2005 Joy Comes in the Morning  FS&G PS3568 x  
2004 Natasha: and other stories  FS&G PR9199.4 x  
RISA DOMB/PORJES PRIZE          
2007 Tale of Love and Darkness transl. by N. de Lange  Chatto & Windus PJ5054 x  
2004 Labor of Life transl. by B. Harshav  Stanford UP PJ5054 x  
 Same Sea transl. by N. de Lange Chatto & Windus PJ5054 x  
RODDA BOOK AWARD        
2010 Chains  by L.Halse  Anderson S&S  juv  Nominee 
 Coming Storm by B. Avery Zondervan PN6727  Nominee 
 Days of Little Texas  Knopf juv  Nominee 
 Do Hard Things : a teenage rebellion  Multnomah juv  Nominee 
 Heart of a Shepherd  by R . Parry Random House  juv x  
 Naomi's Song  Jewish Publ. Soc. juv  Nominee 
 Strangers in the Land of Egypt  Permanent  PS3613  Nominee 
 Surviving the Angel of Death : the story Tanglewood DS135  Nominee 
 Three Cups of Tea : one man's mission  Penguin LC2330  Nominee 
 Underneath by K. Appelt Atheneum juv  Nominee 
2009 My Father's Paradise: a son's search  Algonquin Books DS135 x  
2008 Sleep in Peace by I. Hess  Herald  BV265 x  
2007 Friend at Midnight  Delacorte juv x  
2006 Gilead by G. Robinson FS&G PS3568 x  
SAMI ROHR PRIZE FOR JEWISH LITERATURE         
2010 Jewish Renaissance in the Russian Revolution  Harvard UP DS134.82 x  
 Plumes: ostrich feathers, Jews, and a lost world  Yale UP HD9429 x  
 Speaking of Jews: rabbis, intellectuals   U California Press E184.36  x 
 Station Identification: a cultural history of yiddish  U California Press PN1991.3  x 
 Surprised by God: how I learned to stop  Beacon Press BM729  x 
2009 Book of Dahlia  Free Press PS3601  x 
 One More Year  Spiegel & Grau PS3611 x  
 Rowing Lesson  Soho Press PS3562  x 
 Septembers of Shiraz  Ecco PS3619  Choice Award 
2008 Churchill's Promised Land: Zionism  Yale UP DA566.9  Honorable 
 Houses of Study: a Jewish woman among  U Nebraska Press E184.37  Choice Award 
 Man in the White Sharkskin Suit: my family's  Ecco DS135 x  
 Petropolis by Anya Ulinich Viking PS3621  x 
 Price of Whiteness: Jews, race  Princeton UP E184.36  Choice Award 




 Crack in the Earth: a  journey up Israel's  FS&G QE320  Honorable 
 Disobedience by N. Alderman S&S PR6101  Honorable 
 Genizah at the House of Shepher  Toby Press PR6125 x  
 Not Me: a novel  by M. Lavigne Random House PS3612  Choice Award 
 Our Holocaust by A. Guttfreund Toby Press PJ5055.22  Choice Award 
SAPIR PRIZE           
2009 House of Dajani by A. Hilu ( tr. from Hebrew) Harvill Secker PJ5055.23 x  
2008 Shelkha, Sandro (Hebrew) Keter PJ5055.5 x  
2007 Shum Gamadim lo Yavou (Hebrew) Am `oved PJ5055.41 x  
2006 Beaufort   Delacorte PJ5055.29. x  
2005 Girl by A. Frankel (tr. from Hebrew) A. Frankel D804.196 x  
SAUL VIENER BOOK PRIZE         
2005-2006 Price of Whiteness: Jews, race Princeton UP E184.36 x  
 Troubling the Waters: Black-Jewish  Princeton UP E184.36 x  
 Fire in Their Hearts: Yiddish Socialists  Harvard UP HX550.J4  Runner Up 
 Lillian Wald: a biography  UNC Press HQ1413  Runner Up 
2003-2004 GI Jews : how World War II   Harvard UP E184 x  
 American Judaism : a history by J.D.Sarna Yale UP BM205 x  
SIDNEY and HADASSAH MUSHER SUBVENTION PRIZE          
2009 Most Musical Nation:  Jews and culture  Yale UP ML3776 x  
 Rosenzweig's Bible : reinventing scripture  Cambridge UP  BS941   x 
SOPHIE BRODY AWARD          
2010 Book of the Unknown: tales of the thirty-six Random House PS3561 x  
 Lucky Child: a memoir of surviving  Little, Brown & Co. D810  Honorable 
 Jewish Body by M. Konner Schocken Books BM627  Honorable 
 Clara's War : one girl's story of survival  Ecco DS134.72  Honorable 
2009 Songs for the Butcher's Daughter Free Press PS3613 x  
 Beaufort Delacorte PJ5055.29  Honorable 
 Friendly Fire : a duet  Harcourt PJ5054  Honorable 
 From Krakow to Krypton Jewish Publ. Soc. PN6725  Honorable 
2008 Ministry of Special Cases Knopf PS3555 x  
 Foreskin's Lament : a memoir  Riverhead Books PS3601  Honorable 
 Zookeeper’s Wife : a war story Norton  D804.66  Honorable 
 You Never Call! You Never Write! Oxford UP HQ1172  Honorable 
2007 Lost: a search for six of six million HarperCollins E184.37 x  
 World to Come; a novel Norton PS3608  Honorable 
 Lemon Tree : an Arab, a Jew, and the heart  Bloomsbury DS126.6  Honorable 
 Book Thief by M. Zusak Knopf PR9619.4  Honorable 
2006 Talking to the Enemy Seven Stories Press PR9199.3 x  
 Born to Kvetch: Yiddish Language St. Martin's Press PJ5113  Honorable 
 Not Me : a novel by M. Lavigne Random House PS3612  Honorable 
 Orientalist: solving the mystery  Random House PT2679  Honorable 
SYDNEY TAYLOR BOOK AWARD         
2010 New Year at the Pier: a Rosh Hashanah  Dial Books  juv x  
 Importance of Wings  Charlesbridge juv x  
 Tropical Secrets :  Holocaust  Henry Holt and Co. juv x  
2009 As Good As Anybody: Martin  Knopf juv x  
 Brooklyn Bridge  Feiwel and Friends juv x  
 Bottle in the Gaza Sea  Bloomsbury juv x  
2008 Bedtime Sh'ma : a good night book  EKS Publ juv x  
 Entertainer and the Dybbuk  Greenwillow juv x  
 Strange Relations  Knopf juv x  
2007 Hanukkah at Valley Forge  Dutton juv x  
 Julia's Kitchen FS&G juv x  
 Book Thief by M. Zusak  Knopf juv x  
2006 Sholom's Treasure: how Sholom   FS&G juv x  




SOUTHERN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY BOOK PRIZE           
2007 Coalfield Jews : an Appalachian history  U  Illinois Press  F250.J5 x  
2003 Fight against fear : southern Jews and Black civil rights  U Georgia Press E184.36 x  
 
Homelands : southern Jewish identity in Durham and 
Chapel Hill. U Alabama Press F264  Honorable 
WINGATE LITERARY PRIZE         
2009 Believers  by Zoë Heller   HarperCollins PR6058  Short Listed 
 Chagall: love and exile  Allen Lane N6999  Short Listed 
 Converts, Heretics, and Lepers  U Notre Dame Press B759  Honorable 
 Dealing with Satan by L. Löb Jonathan Cape D804.6  Short Listed 
 Globalising Hatred : the new antisemitism Weidenfeld & Nicolson DS146  Short Listed 
 Seventh Well (transl. M.Hoffman)  Norton PT2647 x  
 World a Moment Later  Toby Press PJ5055.22  Short Listed 
2008 1967 : Israel, the war and the year  Abacus DS127  Short Listed 
 Bernard Malamud by Philip Davis Oxford UP PS3563  Short Listed 
 Missing Kissinger Chatto & Windus  PJ5054 x  
 Secret by Philippe Grimbert Portobello PQ2667  Short Listed 
2007 Bad Faith; a forgotten history  Jonathan Cape DS146  Short Listed 
 City of Oranges: Arab and Jews Bloomsbury DS110  Short Listed 
 Earl of Petticoat Lane Heinemann DA685  Short Listed 
 Kalooki Nights  Jonathan Cape PR6060 x  
 Suite Francaise Chatto & Windus  PQ2627  Short Listed 
 Woman in Jerusalem Halban PJ5054  Short Listed 
2006 Fatelessness by Imre Kertész  Harvill Secker PH3281  x  
 Genizah at the House of Shepher  Toby Press PR6125  Short Listed 
 Sobibor by  Jean Molla  Aurora PQ3989.3  Short Listed 
 Unity : Reflections on the Personalities … Maia PR6051  Short Listed 
 View from the Fence: the Arab-Israeli  Continuum DS119.7  Short Listed 
 Witnesses of War: children’s lives  Jonathan Cape D810  Short Listed 
 Yiddish Civilisation: the rise and fall  Weidenfeld & Nicolson DS135  Short Listed 
2005 In the Garden of Memory : a family memoir  Weidenfeld & Nicolson DS135  Short Listed 
 Making of Henry by Howard Jacobson Jonathan Cape PR6060  Short Listed 
 Natasha and Other Stories Jonathan Cape PR9199.4 x  
 Nine Suitcases : a memoir Jonathan Cape DS135  Short Listed 
 Tale of Love and Darkness transl. by N. de Lange  Chatto & Windus  PJ5054 x  
 Temple of Jerusalem Profile DS109.3  Short Listed 





Due to this study’s April 2010 cutoff date for title inclusion, the 2010 winning titles and finalists announced since 
then were excluded from this study’s subject analysis.  However, in an attempt to provide complete information, a 
list of awarded titles is being provided in this section.   
Helen And Stan Vine Canadian Jewish Book Awards - 2010 winners: Fiction - The Winterhouse by Robin McGrath. 
History - Coming of Age: A History of the Jewish People of Manitoba by Allan Levine.  Holocaust Literature - Some 
Measure of Justice: The Holocaust Era Restitution Campaign of the 1990s by Michael R. Marrus.  Youth Literature – 
Puppet by Eva Wiseman. Biography & Memoir - Save the Deli by David Sax. Jewish Thought & Culture - What the 
Furies Bring by Kenneth Sherman. Scholarship on a Jewish Subject - Jewish Public Culture in the Late Russian 
Empire by Jeffrey Veidlinger. Yiddish - Stingy Buzi and King Solomon by Goldie Sigal.  
Goldberg Prize For Jewish Fiction By Emerging Writers:  2010:  A Fortunate Age by Joanna Smith Rakoff.  2009: 
What Happened to Anna K. by Irina Reyn. 
Moment Magazine Emerging Writer Awards - 2009 Winners: Non-Fiction: Amen, Amen Amen: Memoir of a Girl 
Who Couldn't Stop Praying (Among Other Things) by Abby Sher. Fiction: Pictures at an Exhibition by Sara 
Houghteling. 
Wingate Literary Prize -2010 Winner: My Happiness Bears No Relation to Happiness by Adina Hoffman. Short listed 
titles:  The Blind Side of the Heart by Julia Franck. The Glass Room by Simon Mawer. The Invention of the Jewish 




Appendix 3 - LC Subject Coverage Of Awarded Titles 
Items in bold represent Jewish Studies subjects 
 
PHILOSOPHY 
B755 Philosophy (General)--Medieval (430-1450)--Jewish philosophers. General works 
B759   Philosophy -Medieval - Jewish philosophers - Individual philosophers, A-Z 
B802 Philosophy (General)--Modern (1450/1600- )--By period--18th century. Philosophy of the enlightenment. Die 
Aufklärung 
 B995 Philosophy (General)--Modern (1450/1600- )--By region or country--Canada. British America--Individual 
philosophers 
B5802 Philosophy (General)--Modern (1450/1600- )--By religion--Judaism--Special topics, A-Z 
 
ETHICS 
BJ1285.2 Ethics--Religious ethics--Jewish ethics--By period--Modern--2001- 
BJ1286 Ethics--Religious ethics--Jewish ethics--Special topics, A-Z 
BJ1406 Ethics--Special topics--Good and evil--Origin of evil. Depravity of human nature 
 
JUDAISM 
BM42  Judaism--Collected works--Several authors--Addresses, essays, lectures 
BM75 Judaism--Study and teaching-US 
BM103 Judaism--Study and teaching--Religious education of the young. Sabbath schools 
BM155.2   Judaism--History--General works--1951-2000 
BM177 Judaism--History--By period--70-500 
BM185 Judaism--History--By period--500-1500--Karaites 
BM195 Judaism--History--By period--1500---By period--1800-1948 
BM198 Judaism--History--By period--1500---Specific movements, sects, etc.--Hasidism. Hasidim. General works   
Through 1994 
BM205 Judaism--History--By region or country--North America--United States 
BM496.9 Judaism--Sources--Rabbinical literature-Special Topics 
BM501 Judaism--Sources--Rabbinical literature--Talmudic literature--Talmud. General works 
BM506.4 Judaism--Sources--Rabbinical literature--Talmudic literature-- Minor tractates 
BM526 Judaism--Cabala. קבלה--History and criticism 
BM530 Judaism--Myths and legends. General works 
BM532 Judaism--Myths and legends--Hasidic tales and legends 
BM535 Judaism--Relation of Judaism to special subject fields--Religions--Christianity. Jews and Christianity 
BM538 Judaism--Relation of Judaism to special subject fields--Other, A-Z 
BM550 Judaism--General works on the principles of Judaism--Early to 1800 
BM610 Judaism--Dogmatic Judaism--Conception of God 
BM615 Judaism--Dogmatic Judaism—Messiah--General Works 
BM627 Judaism--Dogmatic Judaism--Man 
BM645 Judaism--Dogmatic Judaism--Other topics, A-Z 
BM652.9 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Priests, rabbis, etc.--Rabbis' spouses 
BM653 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Congregations. Synagogues. Organization and administration   
BM657 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Forms of worship--Special objects and instruments, A-Z 
BM667 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Liturgy and ritual--General and miscellaneous prayer and service books 
BM670 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Liturgy and ritual--Special elements of the liturgy, A-Z 
BM674.39 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Liturgy and ritual--Special liturgical books--Siddur (Daily prayers).  
BM674.643 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Liturgy and ritual--Special liturgical books--Haggadah 
BM690 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Festivals and fasts--General Works 
BM695 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Festivals and fasts--Individual festivals and fasts, A-Z 
BM700 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Rites and customs 




BM710 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Rites and customs--Dietary laws 
BM712 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Rites and customs--Funeral rites. Mourning customs 
BM713 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Rites and customs--Marriage. Betrothal 
BM723 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism. Personal religion 
BM724 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism. Personal religion--Devotional works. 
Meditations 
BM725.4 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism. Personal religion--Religious duties--
Parents 
 BM726 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism. Personal religion--Religious duties--
Women. Motherhood 
BM727 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism. Personal religion--Religious duties--
Children and youth. Students 
BM729 Judaism--Practical Judaism--Other special topics, A-Z 
BM750 Judaism--Biography--Collective--General 
BM755 Judaism--Biography--Individual, A-Z 
 
THE BIBLE 
BS941 The Bible--Old Testament--Texts and versions--Modern texts and versions of the Old Testament--Modern non-
European languages 
BS1161 The Bible--Old Testament--Works about the Old Testament--Criticism and interpretation—Biography 
BS1171 The Bible--Old Testament--Works about the Old Testament--Criticism and interpretation--General works--
English--1801-1950 
BS1199 The Bible--Old Testament--Works about the Old Testament--Topics (not otherwise provided for), A-Z 
BS1223 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Pentateuch (Torah) 
BS1225.52 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Pentateuch (Torah)--
Criticism, commentaries, etc.-- Early through 1950    
BS1225.53 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Pentateuch (Torah)--
Criticism, commentaries, etc.-- Early through 1950    
BS1235.4 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Pentateuch (Torah)--Genesis. 
Genesis and Exodus--Criticism, commentaries, etc 
BS1235.7 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Pentateuch (Torah)--Genesis. 
Genesis and Exodus--Paraphrases 
BS1315.3 The Bible--Old Testament--Special parts of the Old Testament--Historical books--Ruth 
BS2653 The Bible--New Testament--Special parts of the New Testament--Epistles--Epistles of Paul--Paul or Jesus? 
 
DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY 
BT431.5 Doctrinal theology--Christology--Life of Christ--Special topics--Public life--Final stage. Transfiguration to 
Ascension--Passion--Role of Jews 
 
PRACTICAL THEOLOGY  
BV265 Practical theology--Worship (Public and private)--Prayer--Prayers--Children's prayers. English 
 
CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS 




CS21 Genealogy--Popular works--General special 
 
HISTORY  - GENERAL 
D741 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Causes. Origins. Aims. General works 





D802 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Occupied territory 
D804 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Atrocities. War crimes--By region or country committing atrocity, A-Z 
D804.196 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Atrocities. War crimes--Holocaust--Biography and memoirs--
Individual not limited by place, A-Z 
D804.3 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Atrocities. War crimes--Holocaust--General works 
D804.6 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Atrocities. War crimes--Holocaust--Rescue efforts. General works 
D804.66 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Atrocities. War crimes--Holocaust--Rescue efforts--Righteous 
Gentiles--Individual, A-Z 
D805 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Prisoners and prisons 
D805.5 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Prisoners and prisons--Individual prisons, camps, etc. By name, A-Z 
D810.C4 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Other special topics, A-Z--Children--Orphans  
D811 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Personal narratives and other accounts 
D811.5 History (General)--World War II (1939-1945)--Personal narratives and other accounts--Narratives by 
noncombatants 
DA564 History of Great Britain--England--History--By period--Modern, 1485---Late modern, 1702---19th century--
Victorian era, 1837-1901--Biography and memoirs--Other prime ministers, A-Z 
DA566.9 History of Great Britain--England--History--By period--Modern, 1485---Late modern, 1702---20th century--
Biography and memoirs 
DA566.9 History of Great Britain--England--History--By period--Modern, 1485---Late modern, 1702---20th century--
Biography and memoirs 
DA685 History of Great Britain--England--London--Parishes, boroughs, streets, etc., A-Z 
DB992 History of Hungary--Local history and description--Budapest--History--By period--20th century 
DC373 History of France--History--By period--20th century--Biography and memoirs--Individual, A-Z 
DD247 History of Germany--History--By period--Modern, 1519---20th century--Revolution and Republic, 1918---
Biography and memoirs--Individual, A-Z 
DD290 History of Germany--Reunified Germany, 1990- Periodicals. Societies. Serials    
DF951 History of Greece--Modern Greece--Local history and description--Other cities, towns, etc., A-Z 
DK4435 History of Poland--History--By period--1945-1989. People's Republic--Biography and memoirs, 1945---Individual, 
A-Z 
DP402 History of Spain--Local history and description--Other cities, towns, etc., A-Z 
DS63.2 History of Asia--Middle East. Southwestern Asia. Ancient Orient. Arab East. Near East--History--Political and 
diplomatic history. Foreign and general relations--Relations with individual countries, A-Z 
DS109.28 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Jerusalem--Description. Antiquities and exploration--Temple 
Mount-- General works    
DS109.3 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Jerusalem--Description. Antiquities and exploration--Temple 
Mount--Temple 
DS110 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Regions, towns, etc., A-Z 
DS113.8 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Ethnography. Tribes of Israel--Other elements in the population, A-
Z 
DS113.8. History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Ethnography. Tribes of Israel--Other elements in the population, A-
Z 
DS118 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--Compends. Popular and juvenile works 
DS119.7 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--Political and diplomatic history. Foreign and general 
relations--Jewish-Arab relations. Palestine problem. Arab-Israeli conflict-- To 1993  
DS119.76 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--Political and diplomatic history. Foreign and general 
relations--Jewish-Arab relations. Palestine problem. Arab-Israeli conflict--1993- General works 
DS126.4 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--By period--70 A.D.---19th-20th centuries--1919-1948. 
Period of British control--1945-1948 
DS126.6 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--By period--70 A.D.---19th-20th centuries--Republic, 1948---
Biography 
DS126.9 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--By period--70 A.D.---19th-20th centuries--Republic, 1948---




DS127 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--By period--70 A.D.---19th-20th centuries--1967-1993--Arab 
War, 1967 
DS128.2 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--History--By period--70 A.D.---19th-20th centuries--1993- 
DS134 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--General works 
DS134.62 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Poland--
Local--Lodz 
DS134.64 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Poland--
Local--Warsaw 
DS134.72 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Poland--
Biography and memoirs--Individual, A-Z 
DS134.82 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Russia  
(Federation)--General works 
DS134.85 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Russia 
(Federation)--History--1917-1991 
DS135 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--By region or country--Other regions 
or countries, A-Z 
DS140 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--Political and social conditions 
DS140.5 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--Political and social conditions--
Economic conditions 
DS143 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--The modern Jew. Jewish identity 
DS145 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--Antisemitism 
DS146 History of Asia--Israel (Palestine). The Jews--Special topics--Jewish diaspora--Antisemitism--By region or country, 
A-Z 
DT30.5 History of Africa--History--By period--1960- 
 
HISTORY: UNITED STATES 
E169.1 United States--General--Civilization. Intellectual life 
E184 United States--Elements in the population 
E184.J5 United States--Elements in the population--Jews 
E184.35 United States--Elements in the population--Jews--History (General). General works 
E184.353  United States--Elements in the population--Jews--History (General). General works--By period--1880-1925 
E184.355 United States--Elements in the population--Jews--History (General). General works--By period--1945- 
E184.3512 United States--Elements in the population--Jews--History (General). General works--By period. Colonial 
period to 1776    
E184.36 United States--Elements in the population--Jews--Special topics, A-Z 
E184.37 United States--Elements in the population--Jews--Biography and memoirs 
F128.68 United States local history--New York--New York City--Sections. Localities. Districts, etc.--Suburbs. Sections of 
the city. Rivers 
F128.9.J5 United States local history--New York--New York City--Elements in the population--Jews 
F250.J5 United States local history--West Virginia--Elements in the population--Jews 
F264 United States local history--North Carolina--Cities, towns, etc 




F1054.5 British America--Canada--Regions, provinces, territories--Québec--Cities, towns, etc., A-Z 
F1055.J5 British America--Canada--Regions, provinces, territories--Québec--Elements in the population--Jews 
F1059.5 British America--Canada--Regions, provinces, territories--Ontario--Cities, towns, etc., A-Z 
 
LATIN AMERICA 
F1941.J4 Latin America. Spanish America--West Indies--Greater Antilles--Haiti (Island). Hispaniola--Dominican Republic. 






GE197 Environmental sciences--Environmentalism. Green movement--By region or country-- United States  -- General 
works    
 
FOLKLORE 
GR98 Folklore--By race or group not limited to special places--Semitic--Jewish--General works 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
HC286.4 Economic history and conditions--By region or country--Europe--Germany--By period--20th century--World War 
II, 1939-1945 
HD57.7 Industries. Land use. Labor--Management. Industrial management--Leadership 
HD850.5  Industries. Land use. Labor--Land use--By region or country 
HD7288.76 Industries. Land use. Labor--Labor. Work. Working class--Industrial hygiene. Industrial welfare--Housing--
Discrimination in housing. Open housing--By region or country, A-Z 
HD9429 Industries. Land use. Labor--Special industries and trades--Agricultural industries--Animal industry--Special non-
edible products, A-Z 
HM1281 Sociology--Social psychology--Social influence. Social pressure--Passive resistance. Nonviolence 
HQ798 The Family. Marriage. Woman--The family. Marriage. Home--Youth. Adolescents. Teenagers--General, and 
United States—Female 
HQ799.7 The Family. Marriage. Woman--The family. Marriage. Home--Young men and women--By region or country--
United States--General Works 
HQ1031 The Family. Marriage. Woman--The family. Marriage. Home--Mixed marriages. Intermarriage. Interfaith 
marriage 
HQ1172 The Family. Marriage. Woman--Women. Feminism--Women from various cultures, races, ethnic and minority 
groups, etc.—Jewish 
HQ1413 The Family. Marriage. Woman--Women. Feminism--By region or country--America--United States--History--
Biography of reformers, feminists, etc.--Individual, A-Z 
HQ1728.5 The Family. Marriage. Woman--Women. Feminism--By region or country--Communist countries 
HT871 Communities. Classes. Races--Classes--Slavery--General works--English 
HT921 Communities. Classes. Races--Classes--Slavery--Religion and slavery--Other religions 
HT1163 Communities. Classes. Races--Classes--Slavery--By region or country--Europe--Great Britain--Abolition of slavery 
and conditions under emancipation 
HV17 Social pathology. Social and public welfare. Criminology--History of philanthropy--Jewish philanthropy 
HX315.7 Socialism. Communism. Utopias. Anarchism--Socialism. Communism--By region or country--Other regions or 
countries 
HX550.J4 Socialism. Communism. Utopias. Anarchism--Socialism. Communism--Communism/socialism in relation to 
other topics, A-Z. Jews. Judaism 
 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JN6529 Political institutions and public administration (Europe)--Soviet Union. Russia. Former Soviet Republics 
JZ1318 International relations--Scope of international relations. Political theory. Diplomacy--Concepts and principles--




KBM563 Jewish law. Halakhah.  Mishpat Ivri--Domestic relations. Family law--Matrimonial actions. Dissolution of 
marriage--Levirate marriage. Ḥalitsah. Yibum 
KD379.5 Law of England and Wales--Trials--Civil trials--Particular trials--20th century. By plaintiff, A-Z 
KF8745 United States (General)--Courts. Procedure--Court organization and procedure--Particular courts--Supreme 
Court--General. History--Biography of justices--Individual justices, A-Z 
 
EDUCATION  




LB2351.3 Theory and practice of education--Higher education--Admissions and entrance requirements--By region or 
country--United States--By region or state, A-Z 
LC741 Special aspects of education--Moral and religious education--Religion and education. Education under church 
control--Jewish education--By region or country--United States--General Works 




M1852 Music--Vocal music--Secular vocal music--Folk, national, and ethnic music--Jews--By language. Yiddish 
ML3195 Literature on music--History and criticism--Vocal music--Sacred vocal music--By religion or denomination--
Jewish 
ML3776 Literature on music--History and criticism--Folk, national, and ethnic music--Music of the Jews 
 
FINE ARTS 
N6512.5 Visual arts--History--Special regions or countries--America--North America--United States--20th century--
Special aspects or movements, A-Z 
N6999 Visual arts--History--Special regions or countries--Europe--Scandinavia 
NB237 Sculpture--History--Special regions or countries—Europe 
NK1672 Decorative arts. Applied arts. Decoration and ornament--Religious art (Decorative and applied)--Non-Christian--
Special religions--Jewish 
NK9742 Decorative arts. Applied arts. Decoration and ornament--Other arts and art industries--Woodwork--Wood 
carving--Other regions or countries 
 
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
P92.5 Philology. Linguistics--Communication. Mass media--Biography 
PC4813.2  Romance philology and languages--Spanish--Language--Linguistic geography. Dialects, etc.--Dialects. 
Provincialisms, etc.--By region, province, etc.--Jewish Spanish (Ladino) and Hakétia language and literature 
PG1039 Slavic. Baltic. Albanian--Bulgarian--Literature--Individual authors or works—2001- 
PG3213 Slavic. Baltic. Albanian--Russian literature--Collections of Russian literature--Translations of Russian literature--
English 
PH3281 Uralic. Basque--Hungarian--Literature--Individual authors or works--1801-2000--Jókai -Molnár, F. 
PJ4545 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Language (Biblical and Modern)--History (of language) 
PJ5010 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Literary history and criticism--History--Special aspects and 
topics-- Relations to history, civilization, culture, etc 
PJ5023 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Literary history and criticism--History--Special forms--
Poetry--By period--Medieval 
PJ5049 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--By region or country, A-Z 
PJ5054 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By period--
1945-1990, A-Z 
PJ5055.22 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---G 
PJ5055.23 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---H 
PJ5055.26 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---K - Kohem 
PJ5055.29 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---L - Levh 
PJ5055.41 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---Sh 
PJ5055.5 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Literature--Individual authors and works--Modern, 1701---By 
period--1990---Y 





PJ5077 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special-- Judeo-Arabic 
PJ5113 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special--Yiddish (Judeo-German)--
General works. History, etc 
PJ5120 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special--Yiddish (Judeo-German)—
Literature-- History 
PJ5121 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special--Yiddish (Judeo-German)--
Literature--History--Biography (Collective) 
PJ5129 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special--Yiddish (Judeo-German)--
Literature--Anonymous works. By title, A-Z 
PJ5191 Oriental philology and literature--Hebrew--Other languages used by Jews--Special--Yiddish (Judeo-German)--
Literature--Translations. From Yiddish into other languages 
PL2948.3 Languages of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania--Chinese language and literature--Chinese literature--Individual 
authors and works--2001---Ma 
PN842 Literature (General)--Literary history--Jewish literature in various languages 
PN1991.3 Drama--Broadcasting--Radio broadcasts--By region or country, A-Z 
PN2658 Drama--Dramatic representation. The theater--Special regions or countries--Europe--Germany--Biography--
Individual, A-Z 
PN3035 Drama--Dramatic representation. The theater--The Jewish theater 
PN6067 Collections of general literature--General collections--Special classes of authors--Jewish authors 
PN6231.J5 Collections of general literature--Wit and humor--Collections on special topics, A-Z--Jewish 
PN6725 Collections of general literature--Comic books, strips, etc.--By region or country 
PN6727 Collections of general literature--Comic books, strips, etc.--By region or country--Canada 
PQ1113 French literature--Collections of French literature--Translations of French literature into foreign languages--
English 
PQ2627 French literature--Modern French literature--Individual authors--1900-1960--N 
PQ2661 French literature--Modern French literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--A 
PQ2662 French literature--Modern French literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--B 
PQ2667 French literature--Modern French literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--G 
PQ3989.3 French literature--Provincial, local, colonial, etc.--French literature outside of France--Colonies and countries 
other than European--Africa--Individual authors or works, 2001- , A-Z 
PQ6428 Spanish literature--Individual authors--Individual authors and works to 1700--Rojas, Fernando de, fl. 1510-1538-
-La Celestina, o tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea.--Biography and criticism 
PR5921 English literature--19th century, 1770/1800-1890/1900--Individual authors--Zangwill - Zz 
PR6051 English literature--1961-2000--Individual authors 
PR6056 English literature--1961-2000--Individual authors--F 
PR6058 English literature--1961-2000--Individual authors--H 
PR6060 English literature--1961-2000--Individual authors--J 
PR6101 English literature--2001---Individual authors 
PR6125 English literature--2001---Individual authors--Y 
PR9199.3 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--America-
-Individual countries--Canada--Individual authors or works--20th century, A-Z 
PR9199.4 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--America-
-Individual countries--Canada--Individual authors or works--21st century, A-Z 
PR9369 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--Africa--
Individual countries--South Africa--Individual authors 
PR9387 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--Africa--
Individual countries--Nigeria 
PR9619.3 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--
Australia--Individual authors--20th century, A-Z 
PR9619.4 English literature--English literature: Provincial, local, etc.--English literature outside of Great Britain--
Australia--Individual authors--21st century, A-Z 
PS129 American literature--History of American literature--Biography, memoirs, letters, etc.--Collected biography--1901 




PS647 American literature--Collections of American literature--Prose (General)--Special classes of authors, A-Z 
PS2234 American literature--Individual authors--19th century--Lazarus, Emma 
PS3511 American literature--Individual authors--1900-1960--F 
PS3513 American literature--Individual authors--1900-1960--G 
PS3535 American literature--Individual authors--1900-1960--R 
PS3552 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--B 
PS3553 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--C 
PS3554 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--D 
PS3555 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--E 
PS3556 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--F 
PS3561 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--K 
PS3562 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--L 
PS3563 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--M 
PS3565 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--O 
PS3566 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--P 
PS3568 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--R 
PS3569 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--S 
PS3570 American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--T 
PS3576  American literature--Individual authors--1961-2000--Z 
PS3601 American literature--Individual authors--2001---A 
PS3602 American literature--Individual authors--2001---B 
PS3603 American literature--Individual authors--2001---C 
PS3606 American literature--Individual authors--2001---F 
PS3607 American literature--Individual authors--2001---G 
PS3608 American literature--Individual authors--2001---H 
PS3611 American literature--Individual authors--2001---K 
PS3612 American literature--Individual authors--2001---L 
PS3613 American literature--Individual authors--2001---M 
PS3614 American literature--Individual authors--2001---N 
PS3619 American literature--Individual authors--2001---S 
PS3621 American literature--Individual authors--2001---U 
PS3622 American literature--Individual authors--2001---V 
PS3623 American literature--Individual authors--2001---W 
PT2647 German literature--Individual authors or works--1860/70-1960--W - Wz 
PT2679 German literature--Individual authors or works--1961-2000--Sa - Scg 
 
SCIENCE  
QE320 Geology--Geographical divisions)--Africa)--General Works  
QH198 Natural history (General)--Geographical distribution. Biogeography. Phylogeography--Topographical divisions--
Australasia--Pacific Area. Pacific islands 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
TX724 Home economics--Cooking--Cookbooks--1800---Jewish. Israeli--General Works 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Z228 Book industries and trade--Printing--History--By language, A-Z 
Z6374 Subject bibliography--Jews--Other special topics, A-Z 
Z6514.J48 Subject bibliography--Literature--Special subjects, A-Z-- Jewish literature 
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